PROTOCOL OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN
WMKF and WCA
In compliance with the purposes and statutory activities of the parties involved

WMKF
World Martial Kombat Federation
and

WCA
World Combat Arena

commit themselves to implementing the following:
1)

WMKF and WCA will remain autonomous from the administrative point of view and in
reference to accident insurance coverage. They will remain free to sign underagreements and
conventions with other martial arts and Combat Sports international organizations

2) WMKF and WCA undertake to put the official logo of both on all the promotional material
advertising, both paper and video.
3) WMKF and WCA will be able to use referees and judges of the two organizations. Hospitality
expenses and reimbursements will be provided by an agreement between the parties.
4) WMKF commits itself to realize events, with the name of " Aisudan Tournaments ", in the
nations in which it is present. WCA is committed to using the athletes selected by WMKF for their
professional galas or world titles.
Refunds will be provided by an agreement between the parties.
5) WMKF engages itself to organize in Italy, through the Martial Kombat Sport Italia, every year
at least two " Aisudan Tournaments " events within the championships included in the national
federal program.
6) The "PRO" sector of the WMKF, called "Martial Kombat PRO", will give the possibility to
all the athletes of the WCA circuit to enter the World and Continental Ranking.
WCA will be able to organize World and Continental Titles of the "Martial Kombat PRO", as well
as WMKF, will be able to organize “WCA Strikers Series” and World and Continental Titles of the
WCA. The royalties due will be established with agreements between the two parties

7) WCA and WMKF will be able to issue biennial authorizations to event and professional galas’
promoters, establishing together the modalities of contract that will bind the promoter to WCA /
Martial Kombat PRO.
8) This agreement excludes the partnership on MMA events, as an unforeseen discipline, to date,
by both organizations
9) Both contractors undertake to inform their respective central and peripheral managers about
the contents of this Convention, promoting them as much as possible
10) This agreement will be valid for 2 years (two) starting from the date it will come this
document is signed and is tacitly renewed from year to year, except any changes agreed between the
parties or cancellation to be sent at least 6 (six) months before of expiration date.
11) In the event of a dispute, the parties reserve the right not to take legal action, constituting a
conciliation body composed of two members on each side.

Read and signed in Milano (Italy), on the 30th day of April 2018

Biagio Vitrano
WMKF General Secretary

France Corbeil
WCA Executive Director
Partner Media Marketing

